John Mitchell to present at this weekend’s 2012 Coaches Congress
Tuesday, 24 January 2012
An opportunity not to be missed, a truly inspirational workshop!
John Mitchell is the Director of Delta Gymnastics Australia and with his wife Megan he operates two
of Queensland's most successful clubs based in Brisbane and on the Gold Coast. John is also one of
the Executives of the Gymnastics Professionals of Australia (GPA), a fellow of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors and both the chair of the Club Services Committee and Treasurer of
Gymnastics Queensland.
Delta Gymnastics boasts a reputation of providing high quality gymnastics programs across the
board and providing opportunities for the growth and development of children. John loves coaching
and can still be found coaching on the floor 12-20 hours per week. This year Delta programs placed
24 girls on the Queensland teams and 5 girls on Australian teams. John was also recognised as the
Gymnastics Australia National Stream Coach of the year.
While John's coaching credentials are well established, he views himself as a Gymnastics Club
Director first and a coach second. He is passionate about what gymnastics can do for children and
has been one of the key drivers in Australia promoting the development of the gymnastics Industry.
John is a voracious learner and has travelled extensively throughout USA and Europe viewing clubs
throughout the world as well as attending educational opportunities such as Jeff Metzger's Boot
Camp and USA Congress. In 2010, John was invited to attend the USA Gymnastics Congress business
seminar and the Captains of Industry dinner.
John brings a unique set of life and business experiences to the gymnastics industry. Since setting up
Delta at the age of 21, John has been involved in designing and managing a multi-million dollar
sports complex as well as owning and managing numerous small businesses. John has established
very strict financial guidelines for the operation of Delta Gymnastics and developed unique systems
to measure and monitor the financial health of a gymnastics club.

John will be presenting within the Club Admin / Development component of the Congress...
Topics:
Budgeting / Magic Numbers
Staff Wages / Survey Results

